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CURVATURE CONTINUOUS SPLINE SURFACES OVER
IRREGULAR MESHES *
JORG PETERS t
Abstract. Conccpts and techniques for thc construction of spline surfaces over irregular
meshes are developed and made concrete by exhibiting a family of 0 2 surface splines. These splines
extend the B-spline paradigm for the construction of parametric piecewise polynomial surfaces to
control_meshe9 with non quadrila.leral cells and mOre or fewer Lhan four cells meeting at a point. In
particular, the mesh points serve Il.!I control points and are locally averaged to obtain the coefficients
of a Bemstein·Bezicr representation. The construction of 0 2 surface splines in terms of three-sided
Bemstein-Bczier patches is worked out in detail; the construcLion using four-sided patches or a mix
of three-sided and four-sided patches is sketched.
Key words. 0 2 surface, conu:r cutting, box splines, bl.nding, geometric continuity, spline
mesh, free-form surfo.ce modeling, symbolic generation of constraints.
AMS subject dus9iflcations. 65D17,10,0765Y25 68U07,05,
1. Introduction. Splines assembled from B-splines, though widely used to rep-
resent functions and surfaces, can only model a small subclass of surfaces that arise in
geometric modeling, because every interior point of the B-spline control mesh outlin-
ing the spline surface must be surrounded by exactly four quadrilateral cells. Hence
the surface pieces must form a regular, checker board arrangement that allows only
deformations of the plane and the torus to be modeled without singularity. Even then,
the rigid structure prevents a natural modeling of frequent features such as suitcase
corners or house corners, where three or five quadrilaterals meet. Special techniques
like patch trimming and singular parametrization only seem to overcome the checker
board restrictions; by destroying the consistent B-spline framework, in particular the
built-in smoothness, these techniques only move the problem down the line, where it
is even harder to address and leads to a maze of special cases.
Yet B-spline based splines have many desirable properties, such as a low degree
polynomial or rational representation of maximal smoothness and a geometrically
intuitive variation of the surface in terms of the coefficients. It is therefore desirable
to devise a representation that removes the regularity restrictions from the input mesh,
yielding a more unified approach to surface modeling, but reducing to the B-spline
paradigm wherever the mesh is regular. A list of desirable properties of such a surface
spline representation has been collected at the end of this section.
This paper describes a C 2 surface representation that meets the criteria for surface
splines. Inspired by the C2 box-spline on the four direction mesh, the construction
uses three-sided patches in Bernstein-Bezier form (See [Boehm, Farin, Kahmann '84],
[Farin '90] and [de Boor, Hollig, Riemenschneider '94J for details on the Bernstein-
Bezier form and box splines.) The patches have quartic boundary curves and are of
total degree six except for three octic monomial terms. Symmetries in the mesh reduce
the patch degree. For C2 surfaces, such a construction is likely to be of the least degree
[Peters '94, Sect.5]. The three-sided patches may be replaced by four-sided, biquartic,
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and bicubic tensor-product patches where the mesh is regular. The analoguous tensor-
product construction has degree bi-six. The latter two constructions are sketched in
this paper by giving the connecting-maps that define the spline space. As with Cl
surface splines [Peters 'flxa] , shape handles in the form of blend ratios are associated
with each edge allowing for a local change of the normal and the curvature across the
edge.
The derivation of the explicit formulas for Bernstein-8ezier coefficients in terms
of the control mesh in this paper is somewhat unusual since this tedious task has
been delegated to a symbolic routine whose input consists of a connecting map and a
choice of representation of the nullspace of the vertex-enclosure difference equations
(see Section 2 for the details). This lop down approach allows experimenting with
different algorithms and decreases the likelihood of typeos: the formulas in Appendix
2 are the direct output of the routine and are read by the C-Ianguage program that
generates the surfaces and checks numerically that the resulting surface is C 2 •
Related work. Building on work by [Sabin '83] and [Goodman '91], [Hollig, Mogerle
'89] pioneered the idea of geometrically continuous spline spaces (see also [Piah '91],
[Reif '93]). However, explicit representations of these G-splines in terms of say the
Bernstein-Bezier form require the solution of large linear, irregularly sparse systems
of equations to match data. This makes it difficult to predict the shape of the re-
sulting surface. The Bernstein-Bezier coefficients of surface splines, in contrast, are
given explicitly as local averages. Even though a number of subdivision algorithms
are known to generate tangent continuous surfaces ([Sabin '76], [000 '78], [Catmull
'78], [Loop '87], [Dyn, Levin, Liu '92], etc.) there are, with the exception of sub-
division applied to box-spline control meshes (cf. [de Boor, Hollig, Riemenschneider
'94]), presently no generalized subdivision schemes that yield C2 surfaces. The work
on reparametrization and geometric smoothness by numerous researchers (see [Gre-
gory '90] for a survey) is an essential tool for deriving free-form surface splines. Of
the numerous algorithms based on these techniques, only the approach in [Hahn '89]
constructs C2 smooth surfaces, however at the cost of high degree, bi-15. Moreover,
as with G·splines, constraint systems have to be solved to enforce patch to patch
smoothness making it difficult to predict the resulting shape.
Other approaches to building C 2 surfaces rely on the availability of consistent
curvature information along a network of curves (Hagen, Pottmann '91], [Bajaj, Ihm,
Warren '94] A-patches (Bajaj, Chen, Xu '94] (see also [Guo '91],[Dahmen, Thamm-
Schaar '93]), B-patches ([Seidel '91], [Dahmen, Micchelli, Seidel '92]) and S-patches
[Loop, DeRose '90] provide elegant new solutions to the smoothing problem at the
cost of a presently non-standard patch representation.
Properties offree-forID surface splines. Following [Peters '9xaJ, we list a number
of properties of a surface representation desirable for geometric modeling.
_ free-form modeling capability. There are no restrictions on the number of cells
meeting at a mesh point or the number of edges to a mesh cell. Mesh cells need
not be planar.
buill-in smoothness (unless explicitly reduced) and local smoothness preserving
cditability. For given connectivity and shape parameters, the surface spline
form a vector space of geometrically smooth surface parametrizations. In order
to manipulate the surface spline, it suffices to add, subtract or move the mesh
points locally.
low degree parametrization. The surface is parametrized by low degree poly no--
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mial patches. The representation can be extended to rational patches by using a
fourth coordinate.
simple interpolation. Interpolation of input mesh points and normals can be
done without solving a system of constraints.
evaluation by averaging. The coefficients of the parametrization in Bernstein-
Bczier form can be obtained by applying averaging masks to the input mesh. (The
Bernstein-Bczier form in turn is evaluated by averaging.) Thus the algorithm is
local and can be interpreted as a rule for cutting an input polytope such that the
limit polytope is the spline surface.
convex hull properly. The surface lies locally and globally in the convex hull of
the input mesh. In other words, every point on the surface can be computed as
an average of the mesh points with coefficients that are positive and sum to one.
intuitive shape parameters. The averaging process is geometrically intuitive.
Parameters analoguous to knot distances govern the depth of the cuts into the
polytope outlined by the control mesh. (In concave regions the complement of the
polytope is cut.) Smaller cuts result in a surface that follows the input mesh more
closely and changes the normal direction more rapidly across the boundary. In the
limit this allows adjusting the built-in smoothness, e.g. reducing it to continuity
for zero cuts. Discontinuity can be achieved by a change of mesh connectivity.
taut interpolation of the control mesh for zero blend ratios. Cuts of zero depth
result in a singular parametrization at the mesh points analogous to singularities
of a spline with repeated knots. The continuity of the surface is reduced, but in
return the edges of the input mesh are interpolated and the surface is taut, e.g.
planar when the mesh cell is planar.
Overview. Section 2 of this paper explains the concepts and techniques needed
for the derivation and analysis of C" surface splines. Specific C2 surface splines
are defined in Section 3, in terms of a Bernstein-Bczier representation. Section 4
establishes the continuity and vector space properties of these splines and Section
5 establishes shape properties of the rcsulting surfaces. Appendix 1 explains the
labelling scheme used for the coefficients of adjacent patches. Appendix 2 lists the
formulas of individual Bernstcin-Bezier coefficients in terms of intermediate control
points. Appendix 3 features a Maple program that checks correctness of the C2
construction given the formulas for two adjacent patches. This program and the list
of formulas in electronic form may be obtained from the author. Appendix '1 shows
that the author has implemented the surface splines. Rather than showing a number
of shapes, the variation of the curvature in terms of the blend ratios is illustrated.
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2. Surface spline basics.
This section introduces the concepts and techniques used in the derivation and
analysis of CJ: surface splines. The general approach is made concrete in terms of
the C 2 surface splines defined in Section 3. This section contains the motivation and
derivation of the construction arranged under the following subheadings.
1. Control meshes and mesh refinement.
2. Symmetric G" joins between 2 patches along an edge.
3. GI: joins among n patches at a vertex.
4. Degree bounds.
5. The nullspace of vertex-enclosure difference equations.
2.1. Control meshes and mesh refinement.
Surface splines are splines over irregular meshes. A mesh can be defined as a list
of points with coordinates, usually in IR?, and a list of connectivities, e.g. a list of cells
where each cell is specified as an ordered list of points and any two consecutive points
specify an edge of the mesh. The meshes we are interested in are bivariate in the sense
that each edge is shared by exactly two cells. A mesh is called irregular to indicate
that there are no further restrictions on its connectivity. In particular, a mesh point
may have n ::f. 4 neighbors and a cell can have m ::f. 4 edges. Mesh cells need not be
planar. When they are planar, they may be called facets and the mesh polyhedral.
Since surface splines average the mesh points to generate the surface, meshes are
generally required to be projectively convex. A mesh is projectively convex, if for each
cell, there exists a projection of the cell vertices into a plane such that none of the
projected vertices lies in the convex hull of the other projected vertices. This property
preserves the design intent, when a cells is a facet of a boundary representation with
inner loops. Since inner loops define holes in the facet the cell should be broken up to
prevent the surface from covering the intended hole.
A good strategy for dealing with an irregular mesh is to insert a midpoint on every
edge and connect the midpoints of a cell to its centroid. This midpoint rennement
has the advantage of decreasing the combinatorial complexity of the mesh: after the
refinement every original vertex is surrounded by vertices with four neighbors and all
cells are quadrilateral. The improved regularity can be used to trade, in the spirit of
all spline constructions, the larger number of surface pieces for a lower degree of the
polynomial surface For the case of Cl surfaces, [Peters 'DxbJ defines a class of meshes
that have a particularly simple smoothing algorithm and can be obtained from general
meshes by refinement and projection.
Example The first step of the construction in Section 3 creates centroids, referred to
as vertices of type P and edge midpoints referred to as vertices of type M. Note that
the mesh is refined only once. Il would be of interest to find a strategy for recursively
refining the mesh such that the limit is a CJ: surface. At present no uniform strategy
or subdivision algorithm is known to generate highly smooth surfaces from irregular
meshes. Surface splines may be viewed as a two-stage averaging process; the first
stage corresponds to the midpoint refinement and generation of the Bernstein-Bezier
coefficients, the second applies a local corner cutting, namely de Casteljau's algorithm.
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2.2. Symmetric GJ: joins between 2 patches along an edge.
Following the definition in [Gregory '90] let p and q be Ck maps from IR2 to IR"
and tP an invertible Ck map from rn.2 to IR2 that connects the domains Op and Oq of p
and q by mapping a neighborhood of the domain edges Ep C Op to a neighborhood of
the domain edge tP(Ep ) C Oq while tP- 1 maps points interior to Oq to exterior points
of Op; rP is called a connecting~map. As illustrated below, the connecting map ,pJ:
can be thought of as the composition of two invertible maps 'l/Jk and 'l/Jk-l. Denote
differentiation in the direction along Ep by D 1 and perpendicular to Ep by D2. Then
p and q join with GJ: continuity if and only if along the edge Ep
Dr[p-qo¢]=o
where 0 denotes composition of maps.
Fig. 2.1










To have affine invariance of the surface splines, the reparametrization must only
depend on the connectivity of the input mesh, and not on the geometric position of the
mesh points. If the reparametrization depends only on the connectivity, the continuity
constraints should reflect the symmetric role of p and q. By symmetry and reflection,
0= Dr(p - q 0 ¢)(u, v)
o= D~(q - po r/J)(u, -v)
yielding the symmetrized GJ: constraints
1 1
0= 2"D2'(p - q 0 .p)(u, v) + (-1)m2"D~(q - po .p)(u,-v).
When expanding the expression by applying the chain rule, some of the subexpression
drop out, because <;6[21(0, tI) = -v and Dip = D'{'q for m = O..k, where <;6{jl is the jth
component of .p.
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Example m:::: 1. By symmetry, D2¢[2) == -1. Define>':= D2¢[11. Since ¢(u,O) =:
(u,O), we may abreviate Dq(¢J) =: Dq in the expansion
0= D2(p-qot,iJ) = D2P-DqD2rP
:::: D2P - D\QD2.;Wl- D2qDdi2)
:::: D2P + D2q - D1q>..
From this, we read off the symmetrized GI consl.raint
(G 1)
o
Example m :::: 2. The C 2 constraints expand as follows.
Dip = Di(q(¢))
= D'q(D,¢, D,¢) + DqDi¢
= Diq(D,¢{'il' + 2D, D,q( D,¢{']j(D,¢{']) + Diq(D,¢{']l'
+ D\qD5¢(l] + D2QD5.j1[21
=: DfQ),,2 - 2D\D2qA + D~q + DlqD~¢[ll + D2QDi¢12J.
Subtracting the symmetric expansion for D~q = Di(p(¢)), and observing that Dip =:
Drq , we get the symmetrized G2 constraints
With 0::= D~¢[2J/2, the constraints can be rewritten as
(G2)
o
2.3. Gi: joins aIUong n patches at a vertex.
The smooth join of n > 2 patches at a vertex is qualitatively more difficult
than the join between 2 patches. When t.hree or more patches join smoothly at a
common point, the pairwise continuity constraints between the patches form a cyclic
system. Correspondingly, the composition of all n connecting-maps must map the
initial domain to itself and must agree with the identity map, id, at the preimage of
the common point of the patches up to the given order of continuity if at least one of
the patches is non-singular at the point..
To make this requirement precise, let WI:, k = 1..n be a partit.ion ofa neighborhood
of 0:= (0,0) into not necessarily linear cones (cf. Figure 2.1). Let J;I: be an invertible
CI: map that maps WI: to fli: C rn?, the domain of the kth patch Pi:. Then cil: :=
¢I:_l oJ;;l is a smooth invertible function that maps a region adjacent to the domain
Ok to nk+1 and, in particular, e2 := (0, 1) to el := (1,0). Clearly 0i=l ¢I := ¢l ° ¢2 0
... o¢n=id.
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For the constructions to follow, we are interested in approximations q,J: to JI:.
Let D" denote differentiation in the direction of the vector v and, in particular, Di :=
De,. Since we will be exclusively concerned with the values of functions at 0, we
may whenever this is unambiguous, simply write the name of a function when we
really mean that function's value at o. Thus, the Taylor jet of a function I, Jrf :=
(Di D~ J)m+n<r is an ordered collection of Taylor coefficients of a bivariate map f
expanded at. 0 -up to the rth Taylor term. The approximation that we are intersted in
satisfies JrtP = JrJ and hence
(C)
We call the latter condition the circularity constraint on the connecting-maps. [Peters
'94] shows that. after proper normalization the circularity constraints for a C 2 surface
are as follows.
(2.0)
",,= D;(o~=,O') =(II DO,)". (2.1)
/:::1
"
o = DjD;(D~=,qI,J = L(II Dql,JD'o,((II Do,)", (II DqI,J,]) , (2.2)
1:=1 1<1: />1: 1>1:
where DtP is the Jacobian matrix of tP and each of the t.wo components of the second
derivative D2 tPk (,) is a bilinear form with two vector-valued arguments.
Since nl: shares an edge with tPl:(nk_d, we may assume that nl: and tPk(nl:_1)
share a coordinate direction corresponding to the common edge. We also assume that
the e2 level-lines are parallel to one another. This implies
D'!' D;¢I[I] = 0, .
D'!'D., ..... [2] = 0, .,
(AI)
(A2)
for m 2:: 0 and j E {I, 2} and yields the following characterization of connecting-maps
at points of type P and M.
Theorem (Peters '94, Thm 4}. If ¢II = .p, I = Ln, and AI and A2 llOld, then
(2.0), (2.1) and (2.2) hold ifand only j[[orscalar constants Zl, .1:2, a, C:= cos(hjn),









f[u > 3, then Xl, X2,.1:3 can be chosen independently and arbitrarily.
frn =3, then Xl =Z2 = -2X3 must hold.
Example.: C2 surface splines as defined in Section 3 satisfy the theorem with the
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follolVingchoice of constants. The function'>' has been defined in the previous example.
C:= c05(21'1"/n) ,..:= -c(l- 2c)
Xl := D§¢[il(O,O) = -2K
X2:= D5¢[2J(O,0) = -2,0;;
x, ,= D,D,qI['1(O, 0) =>.'(0) = -2(1 - (I +,n = -2,
Y;][~]e,
~] [~] e,






We check that for n = 3, C = -1/2 and hence X3 = I'i. = 1. Among the many
choices of constants that satisfy the requirements of the theorem, t.he above choice is
special in that it satisfies additional geometric requirements. For example, choosing
Ii := -2c results in C 2 surfaces that self-intersect at mesh points when n = 3. The
choice of constants for a construction with fOuI"sided patches is the same since then
A'(O) = 0 - (2,) = -20. 0
The next theorem constrains connecting-maps at points of type M, that have 4
neighbors.
Proposition [Peters '94, Prop 5). Ifn = 4 and JttPl = JltP for 1= 1..4, then (2.0-
2.2) hold if and only if c := cos(27rjn), Yl = Y3, Y2 = Y4, Xi,j = -xi,H2, for i,i E
{l, 2). and
The construction of C2 surface splines using three-sided patches splits the cells
surrounding the vertices of type M into two and connects the resulting patches para-
met.ricaHy C2 across these splitting edges. Such points are therefore surrounded by 8
neighbors. The following corollary extends the previous theorem to this setup.
Corollary. Ifn = 8 and every second connecting map is the identity, then the propo-
sition applies to the remaining connecting maps.
Example. The C 2 construction of Section 3 chooses Yk = XI,k = X2,J: := O. 0
2.4. Connecting-maps and degree bounds.
The key to surface splines of low degree is to find connecting-maps at the mesh
points such that, at each edge, a low degree Hermite interpolant tP exists to the
connecting-maps at the end points. We make this precise in the context of curvature
continuous splines. Recall that midpoint refinement creates two types of vertices:
vertices of type P correspond to original mesh points and centroids, respect.ively and
vertices of type M are edge-midpoints. We may choose Y = Xi = YJ: = Xi,J: = 0 at
M if each neighbor P has itself n = 4 neighbors. Clearly the lowest degree Hermite
interpolant to the connecting-map expansions is then the identity, i.e. tP = id and the
mesh is of the regular, checker board type that allows a tensor·produet or box spline
construction.
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For general n, the theorems above rule out even a linear rjJ because .>.(v)
(D2rjJ[IJ)(O, v) must be at least quadratic. The C2 surface splines of Secl.ion 3 use t.he
least degree Hermite interpolant by setting
2.
A(v) ,= (1 + 00'( - ))(1 - 'l' + 2(1- v)v + v'.
n
o
Consider now the two patches p(u, v) and q(u, v) with a common boundary curve
')'(u) such that the connecting-maps at ')'(0) satisfy the assumptions of [Peters '94,
Prop. 5] and of [Peters '94, Thm. 4] at ')'(1). If')' is of degree d then the left side of
the symmetric GI constraints,
is of degree d - 1+2 and hence D2P and D2q are formally of degree d+ 1. We can only
say formally, since D2P and D2q may be polynomials in a degree-raised representation.
The terms .>.D,D2P and .>.D1D2q in the symmetric G2 constraints,
are t.herefore of degree d +1- 1+ 2. Unless we have cancellation, D5P and D~q must
hence be of degree d+2 and, if none of the intermediate polynomials are degree-raised,
P and q must be of degree d + 4.
Example. In Section 3, boundary curves ')' of polynomial degree 4 are constructed
to match curvature data at the end points. Hence the polynomial degree of the
overall construction is 8, while the tangent across the boundary is computed from a
polynomial of degree 6. 0
2.5. The nullspace of vertex-enclosure difference equations.
Once admissible connecting maps at a vertex are fixed, the continuity constraints
on the coefficients can be considered as difference equations. Their nullspace corre-
sponds to t.he free parameters that determine the shape of the surface at the vertex.
Exactly six coefficients, corresponding to the dimension of a C 2 piecewise quadratic,
are to be chosen in the 2-disk of coefficients labelled Pl:1m,i. k + f+m = d, k = d - 2..d
(cf. Appendix 1). It is possible to simply prescribe the six coefficients Pk/m,io' of the
ioth patch. However, this gives unwarranted preference to patch io over the other
patches and, more importantly, does not readily provide rules for determining the
remaining coefficients from the given control mesh by averaging. A better point of
view, is to continue to view the six degrees of freedom as representing the null space
of the G2 constraints. Of course, unless the number of neighbors of P is n = 3 or
n = 6, the number of neighbors is not a multiple of the number of data required to
match the dimension of the null space. When it is, we can pick data symmetrically
from the neighbors, and thus determine the solution of the difference equation and
ultimately the surface uniquely. In the general case, a good strategy is to relate the
available data to the nullspace by creating intermediate control points that represent
the geometry of the data but belong to a subspace of rn.3n that has t.he same dimension
as the nullspace.
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Example. Consider the the null space of the constraint system for second order
continuity at a vertex of type P with n neighbors that is generated by the choice of
connecl.ing~maps for C2 surface splines as detailed in the previous two subsections.
The goal is to obtain control points, P220,i and P310,i and PiOD that together refled
the six degrees of freedom. We may set P40Q = 0 since any other choice corresponds
to a translation. On eliminating the constraints across the splitting edges, we obtain
the following 3n equations in the 3n variables P310,' P611,i,1 and Pno,i-
o=P310,i-l - 2CP310,i + P310,HI (3.5.1)
3(1 + 2C)P220,i_l - 6CP220,i - 3P120,i+1 + 56c(PSl1,i,1 - P611,i-I,I)
=2(3 - ISc - h:)P310,i-l + 16cP3lD,; +2(-3 +7c+ ,o,;)P310,i+1 (3.5.2)
6(P220.• -1 + 6(1 + 2C)Pno,i - 56(P611,i,1 + P611,i-I,I)
=20P310,,_1 + 4(11- 3C)P310,i + 4P310,i+1 (3.5.3)
The first equation forces the tangent coefficients P310,i into a common plane, while
3.5.2 and 3.5.3 define the curvature of the surface at the vertex. The constraints
represent difference equalions with periodic boundary conditions and can be analyzed
by discrete Fourier analysis. For n #- 4, the difference equations have lhe symmetric
solution
P220,i := B 220 + P220,' + e220,i
PJ10,i := P040 + apP220,i
where ap := 3/(6 - 2c), B220 := Lj Gjln, () := 27(ln, P220,i := 2 Lj cos(9(j +i))Cj In,
e220,i:= 2Lj cos((}(j+2i))Cj/n and the G" i = I..n are arbitray intermediate control
points derived from the data at the neighboring vertices. For n = 4, C = 0 and the
constraints simplify to the familiar equations of the tensor-product construction. 0
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3. An algorithm for generating the Bernstein-Bezier control points of
a C3 surface from an irregular mesh of surface spline control points.
Analogous to tensor product splines, a. free-form surface spline is defined by
mesh points M,
mesh connectivity T,
blend ratios (knot spacings) aj,
and an evaluation algorithm. Since th.e evaluation of polynomials in Bernstein-Bezier
form is well known, it suffices to express the free-form surface spline in terms of
the Bernstein-Bezier form. In the following, this basis conversion is given explicitly by
expressing the Bernstein-Bezier coefficients as combinations of auxiliary control points
derived from the mesh points by mesh refinement. The algorithm is broken into the
six steps.
Algon'thm (M, Laij)'-' Pijk,l.
1 Mesh. refinement and intermediate control points.
2 Quartic boundary curves along P-M.
3 Position, Tangent and Curvature at P and M .
4 Curvature continuity across P -M .
5 Quintic splitting curves
6 Position, Tangent and Curvature at S .
The input is any mesh of points such that at most two cells abut along any edge.
The mesh cells need not be planar, and there is no constraint on the number of cells
meeting at a vertex. To achieve the design intent, each mesh cell should be convex
in the sense that there exists a projection of the cell vertices into a plane such that
none of the projected vertices lies in th.e convex hull of the other projected vertices.
Thus facets wh.ose boundary representation has inner loops should be broken up before
using them as cells, since the surface is generated by averaging and hence will generally
smoothly cover the intended holes. The mesh may model bivariate surfaces with or
without boundary and of arbitrary topological genus; for a discussion of boundary
conditions see [Peters '93], [Loop '94]. The input parameters are as follows. Associated
with each pair cell and cell vertex are two scalar weights 0 < ai < I, i = 1,2,
called blend ratios. Geometrically, smaller ratios result in a surface that follows the
input mesh more closely and changes the normal direction more rapidly close to the
mesh edges. The default is ai := 1/2. The blend ratios are similar to relative knot
spacings. In particular if all Uj associated with an edge are zero, the mesh edge is
interpolated and the smoothness is reduced to continuity. The blend ratios of each
cell may be modified independently of each other and of those in other cells. Other
parameters, lip (respectively hM or hs) may be moved from their default value to
shift the corresponding point in the direction of the normal at that point. Finally ap
(respectively aM or as) determine the width of the tangent plane at the corresponding
point.
The output is a surface that follows the outline of the input mesh and consists of
no more than Be quartic or octic, three-sided patches that form a C2 surface, where
e is the number of edges of the input mesh. As in the case of Cl free· form surface
splines alternative representations consisting ofbisextic patches alone or a combination
of bicubic, four-sided patches covering regular mesh regions and odic, three-sided
patches for the remaining regions are easily devised and will appear elsewhere.
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3.1. Mesh Refinement and intermediate control points
The purpose of the mesh refinement is to simplify the combinatorial structure of
the mesh and to generate intermediate control points C, by mimicking the first step
of any line average or subdivsion algorithm for regular meshes. The relative position
of the intermediate control points Ci reRect the choice of input blend ratios.
The first stage of the refinement splits each original n-sided cell into n four-sided
subcells.
1. For each edge, insert a midpoint.
2. For each cell, insert a centroid (the average of the vertices of the cell).
3. For each cell, connect the centroid to ail midpoints.
The second stage splits each four-sided cell to obtain three-sided cells arranged in the
spirit of the four-direction mesh.
4. For each subcell, insert a centroid.
5. For each subcell, connect the centroid to the four vertices of the subcell.
For later reference, the vertices of the refined mesh are grouped into three categories.
P - label for input mesh points and cell centroids created in step 2.
M - label for edge midpoints created in step 1.
S - label for subcell centroids created in step 4.
After Step 3 of the refinement every type P vertex is surrounded by type M














To generate the intermediate control points that transmit the choice of the blend
ratios to the parametrization, we refine the mesh resulting from Step 1-3.
a. For each subcell, denote the position of the vertices in order VI, V2, V3 and
V4 , starting with the position of the input mesh point. Compute the level 1
intermediate control point
Ai := (1 - aid(1 - ai2)Vl + (1 - a;1)a;2V2 + ail(1 - a;2)\14 + ailai2 V3.
b. For each vertex of type P or M denote the intermediate control points of the
surrounding suhcells as AI, ... , An and compute the default position
I "
V ,= - LAj.
n j=l
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c. For each vertex of type P or M, let V be the position computed in Step b and AI,
... , An the surrounding intermediate control points. For each pair V, Ai, compute
the level 2 intermediate control point
Ai I +A; A;+l +Ai
B, 0= (l-b,,)(I-b,,)V+(I-b,,)b,, 2 +b,,(I-b,,) 2 +b"b"A"




if the vertex is an input mesh point,
if the vertex is a cell centroid,
if the vertex is type M and
the i + jth neighbor vertex is a cell centroid,
if the vertex is type M and
the i + jth neighbor vertex is an input mesh point
Remark: The ratios bij may be used as an independent set of blend ratios as
long as bij ::; akj for neighboring blend ratios akj.
d. For each subsubcell defined by level 2 intermediate control points Bj> i = Ln,
compute the centroid ~ L Bj. Each suhsuhcell is associated either with a vertex
of type P, or of type M or of type S with an edge of the once refined mesh.
Correspondingly the centroid is labelled Po, Mo, So or Ci. The latter is called





Mo / C !'PO
__--Botr
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At the end of Step 3.1 we have a refined mesh of intermediate control points
C, Po, Mo and So spaced and situated subject to the blend ratios. In the following,
various parameters may be chosen in an interval. The default value is indicated by
the superscript·. Coefficient labels follow the system explained in Appendix 1.
3.2. Quartic boundary curves along P-M. Let G l •.. -J en be the subcell edge-





""" 'C'" (" ·)(G B)n Lj""l cos -;;-} i+i - 220,
~ '£';=1 cos(',,""2(i - j))(Ci+i - 8 220 ),
Wn E [0 ..1]' w;':= I,
bp E [0.. 1], bI> ,= 1.








8220 + P220,i + e220,i
P040 + HP 220,i - P 220 ,i+2)·
hMMo + (L - hM) 2::=1 P~~O",
hp E [O .. ap), hp := 1- ap
a .- ,p .- 2(3-c}'
h- .-!M·- 2
3.3. Position. Tangent and Curvature at P and M. This step determines the 3-
disk of Bernstein-Bezier coefficients Pk/m,i, k > 4. , k +1+m = 8, i = 1..n surrounding
the vertex P with n :f:. 4 and the 3-disk of Bernstein-Bezier coefficients Pk/m,j, 1 > 4,
k + I + m = 8, j = 1..4 surrounding vertices of type M . The explicit expressions are
collected in Table 1, respectively Table 2 of Appendix 2. The coefficients at P for
n = 4. are obtained from Table 2 by swapping the first with the second subscript: the
formula for PHm can be looked up under P/1:m.
3.4. Curvature continuity across P -M
The construction of the curvature caps at P and M defines the quartic boundary
curve with coefficients PtOO, P310, P220, P130, P 040, and corridor of coefficients Pi-i,i,1
on either side of the edge that correspond to degree-raised sextic patches. Explicit
formulas are listed in Table 3.
Analogous to Cl surface spline the construction of the C2 corridor connecting
the curvature caps is by default local to each patch. That is, each of the coefficients
P242.j, P332,j, and P422,j, j = 1,2 depends only on the coefficients of the jth of the two
abutting patches and a vector ](4-i,2+i,2, i = 0, 1, 2, that can be chosen freely without
destroying the continuity. Explicit formulas for coefficients P4-i ,Hi,2, i = 0,1,2 are
listed in Table 3.
3.5. Quintic splitting curves This step constructs the curves connecting P with 5,
respectively M with 5. It is possible to achieve the C2 join with quartic curves, but
such a construction probably does not satisfy the convex hull property for all blend
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ratios. The curve P-S defined below is therefore of degree five.
PSOO,l := PaDo,1
8 3
P401,1 := '5P;01,1 - SPaoo,l
28 24 6
P302,1 := lOP701 -TOPiOI + TOPaoo.l
1
P I 04,1 := POOS + 4"(P203,1 - P203.3)
1 1
PODS, 1 := hsS() + (1- hS)4"(P302.1 + P032,2 + P302,3 + P032,4) , hs E (0 .. 2"]
The formulas for the constructions of curves MS differ only in that the first and the
second index of the coefficients is switched. The boundary curves are degree-raised to
yield the coefficients P6_i,O,i and PO,6-i.i for i = 0..6.
3.6. Position, Tangent and Curvature at S .
If the patches were of degree 6, the remaining coefficents would be uniquely de-
termined by the remaining (univariate) C 2 constraints across the splitting edges. By
default, we therefore determine the coefficients Pklm , m > 2 of each patch by degree-
raising a patch of degree 6 that satisfies the C2 constraints across the splitting edges
and agrees with the patch constructed so far except for P4_i.d+i,2, i = 0.. 2. Con-
cretely, we compute coefficients P3-i,l+i,2 such that the difference between P4-i,d+i.2.
i = 0..2 and the coeffcients of the sextic raised to degree 8 is minimal. The formulas
for P6_i_j,i,j, j < 3 satisfying this criterion are given in Table 4. With the coeffi-
cients P 6-i,0,i and P(),6_i,i for i = 0..6 given by step 3.5, we compute the remaining
coefficients of the sextic as
1 1
P2l3,i = 2"(P2()4,i + P222,i), P123,i+1 = 2"(P204,i + P 222,i+t),
1 1
P2()4,i = 2"(P204,i + 2"(P222,,' + P222,i+l)),
P . _ 1(P '+ P213,i+1 - P I 23,' + P. . + P213,i - P I23,i-l)
111,1+1 - 2" 105.. 4 015.. 4
3 and
1 1
P314,' = 2"(P305,iP323,;), P I34,i+l = 2"(P30S,i + P233,i+d,
1 1
P305,i = 2"(P305,i + 2"(P233,i+1 + P3:?3,,.)),
1 1
P11 3,i = 2"(P404,i + P422,')' PI43,i+l = 2"(P404,i + P242,i+d,
1 1
P404,i = 2"(P404,i + '2(P422,. + P242,i+d)·
The final step is to raise the degree of the sextic to obtain P8 -i-j,i,j for j >
adjust
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Step 3.6 completes the construction. A number of variations on the construction
are possible. For example, we can cover the neighborhood of a regular mesh point with
biquartic patches, and the neighborhood of a regular point surrounded by regular mesh
points using bicubic patches.
Local interpolation of input mesh points. In Step 3.2, for each vertex P to be
interpolated as follows. Move Po and P220,i along the axis of the default Po and 8220
such that P =:- hpPo + (1- hp)B220'
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4. Continuity and vector space properties.
This section proves that splines based on the same mesh connectivity and ratios
form a vector space of curvature continuous maps. The proof is unusual in that the
checking of the constraints in terms of the Bernstein-BEizier coefficients is left to a
symbolic routine listed in Appendix 3. After checking the correctness of the Maple
code, the tedious comparisons can be left to the computer. The referees are provided
with the code and the coefficients in electronic form.
THEOR.EM 4.1. The algorithm of Section 9 generates the Bernstein-Bizier repre-
sentation of a C2 surface.
Proof. Applying the Maple routines of Table 5 to the coefficients of Tables 1-3
shows that the two univariate polynomials
(D;'(, - p 0 ¢))(u, 0), m = l..2,
vanish identically along the edge M P; the polynomial vanishes for m = 0 because p
and q share the boundary curve M P. Hence p and q join G2.
Across the edges PS, respectively MS, the patches join parametrically C:? That
is, any six coefficients P20, P11, P02, Q20, QII, Q02 on a line transversal to the common
edge of patches p and q respectively satisfy P02 = Q20, PI I := P02 - (Q02 - P20)/4
and QlI := P02 + (Q02 - P2o)/4. The Maple routine also checks the first three C'
and the first two C2 constraints across the splitting edges PS and MS. The remaining
constraints are straightforward to check. 0
It is now easy to show the vector space property.
THEOR.EM 4.2. C2 surfaces generated from input meshes with the same connec-
tivity, choice of three-sided and four-sided patches, and blend ratio for each subcell
fonn a vector space.
Proof. Blend ratios and connectivity fix the reparametrizations. For fixed
reparametrizations, linearity of differentiation implies the vector space property. 0
5. Shape properties of C2 surface splines.
This section establishes the convex hull property of free-form surface splines as
well as the 'tautness property': the edges of the input mesh are interpolated and thus
the outlines of the input polytope recaptured when the blend ratios are zero. The
following theorem establishes the convex hull property under worst case estimates.
Thus the constraints on some of the constants are more conservative than they have
to be in generic use. For example, for extremely unsymmetric data (d. [Peters '9xa,
SecA]), Wn :S 1/2 must hold, while for symmetric configurations W n = 1 yields a
construction guaranteed to obey the convex hull property.
Theorem 5.1. For a suitable choice of hp, hM , Wn < 1/2, /(.1.-i,2+i,2, j = 0, 1, 2, and
e220,i, the coefficients of the BB-form can be written as a convex combination of the
points of the input mesh.
Proof. The proof follows the flow of the algorithm. We write X C H(Y) if
every vertex of type X is in the convex hull of the vertices of type Y that enter the
computation of X.
1. The mesh refinement step enforces in order
1,2,4 {P, M, S} C H(P),
a A C H(P, M),
b P,M C H(A),, B C H(A,P,M),
d C C H(B).
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2. If wn ~ ~ then 8 220 + PnO,i C Hee) and hence for a sufficiently small f220,i
and hp E [O ..apl~ the construction of the quartic boundary curve results in
PiOD (l-hp )Po+hp B220 C H(PolC)
P220,i pnO,i + eno,; C Hee)
P:llO,i P40D + ap(Pno,i - Po) C H(P220,i, Po),
P130,i P04D + !(P220,i - PnD,iH) C H(Po....o. C)
Po ....o hMMo + (1 - hM) L~=l Pno,i/4 C H(Mo l C)
The statement for P130,i follows from the fact that P2211,i, P"o.,+;"D.,±" M and P130,i,
P040, Jvl form similar triangles of half the size. That is the construction is the same
as the derivation of the control points of the Eernstein-Bezier form of a cubic spline
from its B-spline control points.
3. Substituting E220 := 'L,P220,i/n, Pno,i := P220,i - eZ20,i, Po := (PaDo-
hpB220)/(l- hp), we find that the dominant term in c of each coefficient of P611 ,i,
P S21,i and PSI'l,; is positive and hence
P611,i C H(Po, E220, P220,i, P220,i+d + 0(4':220,i_l, 4':220,;, eno,i+d
P,,2I,; C H(Po, E220, P220,i, P220,i+1, P I 30,i) + 0(e220,i)
PSI2,; C H(Po, E220, E 130, P220,i, P220,HI, PI30,i) + 0(e220,i, eno,HI).
PS-i,i,O, i = 0..3 lie in the convex: hull by degree raising and PS-i,O", i = 0..3 lie in the
convex: hull as averages of coefficients P61l,1' PS21,,-, and PSI2,;.
At M, choosing hM < 2/5
PI6L,i C H(Mo, P220,O, P220,1, Pno,2, P220,3)
and for 0 < hM < 4.~2(96 - 2(Ci+l)2 + SCi + Ci+l - Ci+3 + 2(C;+3)2)
PIS2,i C H(Mo, P220,O, P220,t. P220,2, P220,3)
P2S1,i C H(Mo, Pno,o, P220,1> P220,2, P220,3)
4. Since we can choose [(4.-j,2+j,2, j = 0, 1, 2, arbitrarily, we can force P4.-j,2+j,2
into the convex: hull of P220,i. The convex: hull property for step 5. and 6. follows
from the construction of similar triangles analogous to the argument for PI30,i. 0
PROPOSITION 5.2. An edge between two cef/s with zero transversal cut ratios is
inte11Jolated. Planar cells with zero cut ratios are covered by a planar surface.
Proof. The proof is in the order of the algorithm. Zero cut ratios coalesce all cell
centers C, surrounding an original mesh point Pinto P. That is,
P = C, = P220" = P310,i = P4.00 = Po.
Also, labeling the centroids with even indices,
M = Co = C2 = P220,O = P220,2 = P I 30,OPI30,2 = P04.0
while PI30 = (P + M)/2. Table 1 shows that PHm = P for k ;:: 6, P521 and P s t2 are
on the edge P, M, the latter by the choice of P3bs as specified in Table 1 of Appendix
2. Consequently PS03 ,i lies in the plane spanned by P and successive neighbors Mi
and Mi+l. Table 2 shows that P/:/m for I ;:: 5 lie on the edge P, M, except for POS3,i
which lies in the plane spanned by M and successive neighbors Pi and Pi+l. Since
P4.-j,2+i,2 for j = 0, 1,2 is determined entirely by the coefficient of the patch, they are
determined by the edge P-M and the two adjacent edges of the subcell to which the
patch belongs. The remaining construction steps average the given coefficients hence
place them in the plane defined by the four edges of the subcel!. 0
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60 Conclusion. The long term goal of this line of research is to develop a gen-
eral framework for free-form surface splines, of which the tensor-product B-spline is
particular instance. The step from CI to C2 surface splines is both difficult and
important since it. requires a better understanding of the foundations of smooth sur-
face constructions. While for the Cl case intuition and hand calculation in terms
of the Bernstein-Bezier form can still lead to success, the definition of higher-order
surface splines must. free itself from the Bernstein-Bezier representation. For, while
one may still choose to make the definition concrete by expressing the surface in terms
of Bernstein·Bezier coefficients, the structure would be buried under the necessarily
complex and long formulas. As illustrated with this paper, the translation process
may ultimately be left to generic symbolic manipulation routines.
The splines over irregular meshes defined in this paper are a first step towards
the solution of the general problem. They extend the spline paradigm and techniques
to irregular meshes and thereby overcome the limitations of the B-spline approach
without sacrificing the natural smoothing property and the intuitive generation of the
surface from the control mesh by a process of cutting with hyperplanes, known as
corner cutting or subdivision. A number of questions and problems remain however.
Is t.here a set.t.ing of the default. values such that the surface becomes the quartic C2
box spline over regular meshes? Is t.here a setting that simplifies the proof of the
convex hull propert.y? How should one optimize over the free parameters to obtain a
desirable curvature distribution?
The surface splines smoothen a general, regular or irregular mesh of points into
a C2 surface parametrized according to the user's choice by quartic and octic three-
sided patches, or bicubic, biquartic and octic patches. Input meshes with the same
connectivity and the same blend ratio for corresponding cells give rise to a vector
space of free-form surface splines. This and the convex hull property are useful for
approximating and locally editing t.he spline surface. The role of the knot spacing is
played by geometrically intuitive blend ratios. Zero blend ratios result in a Co surface
that tightly interpolates the input mesh. It is possible to interpolate the input mesh
without solving a global sparse system of equations analoguous to interpolation by a
quadratic spline at every second knot.
Due to the built-in smoothness, the representat.ion reduces the number of un-
knowns for such problems as shape improvement of smooth surfaces and similar dif-
ferential equations on surfaces. In particular, since many notions of shape are linked
to the distribution of curvature it is sensible to work with a O curvature continuous
representation without. having to enforce this condition explicitly. Moreover, as in the
Cl case, C2 surface splines have explicit parameters, called blend ratios, that govern
the depth and distribution of cuts for generating the surface from the control mesh.
Such cuts arc closely related to the overall distribution of curvature. Finally, free-form
surface splines can he used directly to smooth and blend the boundary representation
of a solid model.
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Appendix 1. Labels for adjacent patches and their coefficients.
For generation and implementation, it is useful to give two labels to the patches
surrounding a vertex. Consider therefore the patches pi.i surrounding a point of type
P. The index i counts, in clockwise order, pairs of patches joined across an edge PS,
while the index j indicates tlte ordering within the pair. Throughout the paper indices






......... ,-. Pi-I,2 ......
.....
.....
Since each Bernstein-Bezier coefficient has naturally three indices, each patch of
degree d has a representation
Pii(U, v) := u+v+w= 1.
Associating dOO with mesh poinls of type P, adO with mesh points of type M, and
OOd with mesh points of type S, allows expressing continuity between the patches by
identifying
P/;Om.i,l = P~·Om.i.2 and Pl:mO.i,1 = Pl:mo.i_l.2.
Subscripts may be dropped when the coefficient is sufficiently identified by the context.
In Step 3.2 of the algorithm, boundary curves of degree 4 are generated. Their
indices are schematically listed as
M_ 040 130 220 310 400 of- P
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033 123 i,1 213 303
042 132 222 312 402
051 141 231 321 411 501
M 060 150 240 330 420 510 600 P
051 141 231 321 411 501
042 132 222 312 402









035 125 215 305
044 134 224 314 404
053 143 233 i,l 323 413 503
152 242 332 422 512 602
161 251 341 431 521 611 701
260 350 440 530 620 710 P
161 251 341 431 521 611 701
152 242 332 422 512 602
053 143 233 i-I,2 323 413 503
044 134 224 314 404
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Appendix 2. BB coefficients III terms of intermediate control points .
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Table 1 Coefficients of the curvature cap at P, n #- 4.
The meaning of the table indices is apparent from the following example: P70 l ,j
~P400 + t(P710,j + P710,j+l). As usual, the indices are counted modulo nand c
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Table 2 Coefficients of the curvature cap at M.
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Table 3 Coefficients of the curvature corridor PM.
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Appendix 3. Routines for checking the C3 continuity of the surface
across edges P, M in terms of its Bernstein-Bezier coefficients.
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Table 5 Maple routines for checking curvature continuity.
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Appendix 4. ivlaxinml absolute eUl'vatul'U and blend ratios, The follow-
ill~ figures !;how maximal absohul' rurva1.llre llw<lsurl'd al Ihe \'l'rt ices of Ihe (hree-sicled
pat.ches after :i-fold subdi\'i"ioll and tliliplayC'd wilh Ih!' s:tllle ('olor "call'.
Fig . .-\.4.1
nij = 0.4 globally
Fig. A4.2
flij = 0.2'i p;lohally
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Fig. A4.3
(lij ;::;: 0.25 globally f'xcepl for [,he frollt, l"Or1ll'r of [,lw h·ft, and t,lw right cubl:'.
The It;>ft cubc·s forner is smoothed to U.fi.
The righl cube·s corner is sharpened to 0.1
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